IMGD2905 Project 2 - Mazetool Analytics

Name: ____________________________  Total: ________

Part 0 - Design and Play (10 points):
(Level designed, levels played.)

Part 1 - Maze Running (35 points):
(Time series chart with long/short, with descriptive analysis.)

Part 2 - Win Tally (25 points):
(Pie chart with “wins”, with descriptive analysis.)

Part 3 - Maze Time (20 points):
(Cumulative distribution chart of maze times with descriptive analysis.)

Part 4 - Match Analysis (10 points):
(Radar charts of clicks, time, spaces with descriptive analysis.)
(Table showing min, max, mean, median mode for each.)

Number of days late (0 if on-time):

Other notes and comments (may gain or lose points here):
(Ease of extracting information, organization, concise and precise, clarity, grammar/English.)